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Trans and gender diverse 

inclusion in sport



The Victorian Equal 

Opportunity and Human Rights 
Commission acknowledges 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples as First 

Australians and recognises their 
culture, history, diversity and 
deep connection to the land. 

Artwork by Joanne Dwyer and Laura Thompson 

This artwork symbolises equal opportunity in a 
natural form.



Where to next? Action steps?

• What questions do  I have?

• What else do I need to know?

• What resources do I need?

• Where can I go for help?
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7. Next steps?



Why are we here?



Human rights

Why are we here?
Basic entitlements that 

belong to every one of us 
regardless of our 

background, where we 
live, what we look like, 

what we think or what we 
believe



Based on the values of 

freedom, respect, 
equality, and dignity

Human rights 
acknowledge the 
fundamental worth of 
each person 

Human rights are…

Freedom 

Respect 

Equality 

Dignity

Freedom 

Respect 

Equality

Dignity



Diversity – visible and invisible

Visible differences 

Invisible differences



Diversity – we’re not all the same



Personal preferences, 
biases, opinions, 

experiences

Policies

Laws

Law, policy & preferences relationship



Personal preferences, 
biases, opinions, 

experiences

Policies

Laws

Law, policy & preferences relationship

Not everyone thinks in 
the same way



What is fair? Level playing fields?

Formal equality Substantive equality 

What is fair? Level playing fields? 
What do you think?



Understanding 
the issues



‘The sport environment is linked to barriers 

transitioning and transitioned individuals encounter 

in everyday life ... The issue that arises is how to 

ensure the equality, human rights and dignity of 

transitioning and transitioned athletes ... in a domain 

where criteria for participation have always included 

clearly identifying athletes as physically male or 

physically female.’ 

Brenda Wagman, Including Transitioning and Transitioned Athletes in Sport: Issues, Facts and 

Perspectives (2009) 6–7.



• 46% of trans people thought sport was 
transphobic (Equal Play Study, 2014)

• The 2014, the ACT Government conducted an 
Inclusive Sport Survey. Of the 292 
participants, 18.2% identified as transgender 
and 1.3% as intersex:

- 28.6% of transgender & intersex respondents 
had experienced sexism 

- 26.2% had experienced verbal harassment 
- 50% reported feeling unsafe in a sporting 

environment.





False assumptions can 
lead some people to 
discriminate against 
trans and gender 
diverse people, 
including in sport. Key 
things to remember 
include:



Language counts



• Language and identity is complex in this area. 
The terms we use are not applicable to 
everyone

• Terminology has an impact on a people’s 
wellbeing and dignity

• Using correct terms shows respect and is 
inclusive

• We acknowledge and respect an individual’s 
right to identify and describe their gender 
identity as the choose 



Commonly used terms include… 

sex

gender 
identity

gender 
diverse

cisgender

transgender

pronouns

non-binary / 
genderqueer

sexual 
orientation

LGBTIQA+

intersex

agender

gender 
expression



• language used to describe gender identity 
shifts over time and can differ across 
cultures and generations

• terms can even differ between cultures 
and generations

• it’s always best to ask someone what 
terms are appropriate for them



What do laws 
say?



What do laws say?

• The relevant laws are designed to 
promote safety, fairness and inclusion 
for all Australians

• Some differences, but many common 
principles



• It is against the law to discriminate against 
another person on the basis of their gender 
identity in sport, unless an exception applies.

• You need to carefully consider a number of 
factors before seeking to rely on these 
exceptions – otherwise you may be liable for 
discrimination. The guidelines outline those 
factors.

• It is against the law to discriminate against 
another person on the basis of their gender 
identity in club membership. This may include 
membership of some sporting clubs.



• Sporting organisations and clubs may also 
have obligations as employers under the 
Equal Opportunity Act. This means you are 
acting unlawfully if you treat employees or 
job applicants unfavourably because they 
are trans or gender diverse.

• It is against the law to discriminate against 
another person in the provision of goods 
and services (including sport-related 
services such as coaching). 



Key legal concepts

• Areas of public life

• Discrimination – direct and indirect

• Sexual harassment

• Victimisation

• Special measures

• Exceptions / exemptions



Areas of public life (EOA 2010)

• Employment
• Goods and Services
• Accommodation
• Sport
• Clubs and Club membership
• Disposal of land
• Education
• Local government



Direct Discrimination

Unfavourable 
treatment* or 
disadvantage

Area of 
public life

Protected 
attribute

*or proposed 
treatment
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Protected attributes
Age 

Breastfeeding

Employment activity

Gender identity

Disability

Industrial activity 

Lawful sexual activity

Marital status

Physical features

Personal association

Parental/carer status

Political belief or activity 

Pregnancy

Race

Religious belief or activity

Sex

Sexual orientation

Expunged homosexual 
conviction



Indirect discrimination

Equal Opportunity Act 2010

… occurs where:

― a requirement, condition 
or practice

― that is (or likely to) 
disadvantage people with a 
protected attribute

― and is not reasonable.



Mary is told she 
cannot join the gym 
because they use the 
accessible toilet to 
store equipment.
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Special measures

• Actions taken for the purpose of promoting or 
realising substantive equality 

– for members of a group with one or more attributes 
protected by the Equal Opportunity Act 

• This does not amount to discrimination



Exceptions

If you seek to rely on an exception as a 

reason for lawfully discriminating against 

someone, you need to be prepared to 

explain why the exception applies in your 

circumstances if someone makes a 

complaint against you. 



Exceptions
• Exception – single-sex competitions

These exceptions do not apply to sporting activities for children 
under the age of 12 years.

i. Exception – strength, stamina or physique

ii. Exception – progressing to an elite level competition

iii. Exception – facilitating participation 

• Exception – genuine occupational 

requirements in employment

• Exception – single-sex clubs



(i) Exception – strength, stamina or physique



Sexual harassment…

• unwelcome
• sexual advance, request for sexual favours, 

conduct of a sexual nature
• which a reasonable person having regard to all 

the circumstances, would have anticipated that 
the other person would be offended, 
humiliated or intimidated

A single incident can constitute sexual harassment – it 
doesn’t have to be repeated.



Victimisation

It is unlawful to treat a 
person badly because they 
have (or intend to):

– make a complaint

– be a witness in a complaint

– refuse to breach Equal 
Opportunity legislation



Examples of victimisation

• After discussing your sexual harassment concerns with the 
coach, you are taken out of the A-grade team. 

• Your boss says you have a week to withdraw your complaint 
about her immediate denial of your request for flexibility, 
or you’ll lose your bonus.

• In recruiting new players, the club president issues a 
direction to reject any Iranian or African applicants. When 
you object, you’re taken off the selection panel. 



Laws can extend to the use of information technology



Where do I 
start?



The positive duty (VIC)

All organisations covered by the law –
including accommodation and service 
providers – to take reasonable and 
proportionate measures to eliminate 
discrimination, sexual harassment 
and victimisation as far as possible.

Instead of simply reacting to complaints of discrimination 
when they happen, the EOA requires organisations to be 
proactive about discrimination and take steps to prevent it 
from occurring. 





Key messages & principles

• You should consider a person’s sex to be 
what they say it is, whether or not it aligns 
with their sex as recorded at birth

• Just because there are exceptions in law 
doesn’t mean you have to use them

• You can take a range of measures to ensure 
that your club or organisation is inclusive 



Key messages & principles

• Steps taken to promote inclusion 
(satisfy the positive duty) will be 
different for every organisation

• Smaller organisations with fewer 
resources can still undertake a range 
of practical inclusion measures



Minimum steps
• Develop a policy that deals with equal 

opportunity in sport, employment, club 

membership and service delivery

• Communicate the policy to all players and staff –

induction / refresher training – people need to 

understand their obligations and what this means 

in practice

• Member Protection Information Officers



Minimum steps

• Review the policy at regular intervals – is it 

current?

• Ensure players and staff know their rights and 

responsibilities – policies on inclusion and 

member protection

• Develop fair, effective and confidential complaints 

procedures – inform people



Complaint resolution options

Self-management

Informal processes

Formal
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Complaint resolution options

Self management …talking directly to the person 
involved

Seek assistance / informal process …involving a 
third party like managers, coaches, OHS rep or HR or use 
EAP

Formal investigation …lodge a formal complaint 
with manager or HR

External …player and sport associations, VEOHRC,
Australian Human Rights Commission 



Complaint handling principles

• seriously 

• sensitively

• confidentially 

• timely 

• impartially

• relevant information

• consistently, fairly and appropriately



Best practice
• Discuss a plan with any players or staff who are 

transitioning or affirming their gender, of how 
to advise others | who will do this and when?

• Ensure forms and recruitment material do not 
contain information or categories that may 
indirectly discriminate against people on the 
basis of their gender identity 

• Review player and staff knowledge and 
awareness



Keep in mind
• Don’t ask about medical  or personal information 

unless necessary for a non-discriminatory purpose | 
collect with consent | protect a person’s privacy

• Always ask if someone is comfortable discussing their 
gender identity or transition/affirmation | get explicit 
permission to discuss this with others

• Be mindful of respectful communication and language 
between staff and players | consider spectators



Keep in mind

• Do not rely on trans and gender diverse players 
or staff to educate you or others in your club or 
organisation about gender identity issues

• Ensure forms and recruitment material do not 
contain information or categories that may 
indirectly discriminate against people on the 
basis of their gender identity 

• Check in with trans and gender diverse players or 
staff



Listen for issues

• What impact is this issue having

– On the person? (when experiencing bullying etc.)

– On communication?

– On relationships?

• Could the issue be a breach our policies?

• Could the issue be a breach the law?

• Does the issue involve criminal behaviour?



Resources

1. Guidelines (AHRC & VEOHRC)

2. The Basics (VEOHRC)

3. Common Scenarios (VEOHRC)

4. Policy Template (VEOHRC)

5. Inclusion checklist (AHRC)



Where to next? Action steps?

• What questions do  I have?

• What else do I need to know?

• What resources do I need?

• Where can I go for help?
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